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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is trueabout a browser-based application?
A. It is portable to any device that can run the supported browser
B. It is designed to exercise capabilities of a particular device
C. It is generally faster than a native application
D. It runs on the device
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
C is correct. Since the application is running through the browser, if devices supports that
browser it should work on the device. This makes the application very portable. A and B are
characteristics of native applications. D is incorrect because native applications are generally
faster.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to create an access request workflow for a role assignment that will have two or three
approval steps, depending on the role criticality level.
Which type of rule do you use?
A. MSMP Notification rule
B. BRFplus Flat rule
C. BRFplus rule
D. MSMP Agent rule
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A storefront developer is configuring page layouts of type Shopper Profile for a B2B storefront
implementation.
Which two items must be considered when configuring the Profile Navigation - Account
Shoppers widgetinstance on each layout? (Choose two.)
A. If displayed using a vertical orientation, the Profile Navigation - Account Shoppers widget
instance shouldbe configured to take up the same number of columns on each layout
B. Each entry in the Profile Navigation - Account Shoppers widget instance settings can only
have one corresponding layout specified by the URL
C. Each Shopper Profile layout should contain a shared Profile Navigation - Account Shoppers

widgetinstance
D. On the My Account page, account contacts will always see all options defined in the Profile
Navigation
-Account Shoppers widget instance
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
For purposes of insider lending laws and regulations, what is the definition of the term
executive officer?
A. All bank officers at or above the level of executive vice president
B. Anyone who has the authority to participate in major policymaking functions at the bank
NOTES
C. Anyone who has the authority to participate in lending decisions at the bank
D. All bank officers at or above the level of assistant vice president
Answer: B
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